How to Connect with SLAC on Twitter

Sign up!
A Twitter account is required to connect with SLAC on Twitter. If you don’t have an account already, the first step is to visit www.twitter.com and sign up (note: even without an account, you can still check SLAC’s Twitter page for our updates).

View SLAC’s Twitter feed
Once you’ve signed up (or if you already were), log in to your account and visit SLAC’s Twitter page: www.twitter.com/slaclab

Click “Follow” (on the right side of the page)
If you’re new to Twitter, the best way to get started is by finding and following the institutions, people, celebrities and news sources that you’re interested in.

Once you’re following SLAC, our updates (known on Twitter as “tweets”) will start to show up as part of the news stream on your home timeline. “Following” is not permanent; you can unfollow SLAC’s tweets at any time. Twitter is simple at its core, but can also be daunting for new users. Twitter provides a 101 guide on how to get started.

Watch your Twitter stream and check in for the latest updates
By following @SLAClab (all Twitter account names are denoted with an “@”), our tweets will show up in your stream along with any others that you follow. In addition, you can always check our latest posts by visiting our main page.

Any time you see SLAC post content that you enjoy, we encourage you to retweet us, either by hovering over the tweet and clicking “Retweet” or by copying and pasting our post with “RT @SLAClab” in front of it. You can also reply to our tweets or tweet to us directly by beginning your own tweet with @SLAClab.

Questions?
If you have general Twitter questions, please first consult Twitter’s support page.

For questions about SLAC’s Twitter page, or if you have content you’d like to contribute or recommend for us to tweet, please email communications@slac.stanford.edu or tweet it to us @SLAClab.